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As Ontario prepares to face numerous disruptions in this fast-changing world, 

Ontario’s highly educated workforce will be one of the province’s greatest 

economic strengths. The path to future prosperity for our young people, our 

communities and our province depends on the knowledge and advanced  

skills universities are developing.  

This report documents the value of Ontario universities as drivers of 

economic growth and the lasting role universities play in shaping the future  

of our students, the towns and cities where we live, and of the province.

The key finding is that Ontario’s 21 universities have a total economic impact 

to the province’s GDP of $115.8 billion. But the economic impact, while  

important, is only one measure of universities’ contribution to a better future. 

To thrive in tomorrow’s world, Ontario needs adaptable, informed and 

engaged citizens. That’s why universities are helping students develop the agile 

and transferable skills they need to become employees of today and the highly 

skilled workforce of the future. 

Ontario needs innovative research, ideas and inventions because they build 

vibrant communities, a strong and flexible health-care system, and keep our 

businesses on the cutting-edge. That’s why universities are inspiring researchers 

and innovators to dream up the visionary solutions to some of the world’s  

most complex problems. 

Ontario needs a strong economy that keeps our industries growing, helps 

our diverse regions thrive and supports the health and social services of  

our communities. That’s why universities are proud to be engines of growth – 

collectively adding tens of billions of dollars to the provincial economy and 

helping businesses and other sectors thrive, from mining to banking, tourism, 

farming, arts and culture.

Our institutions remain committed to building a better future.

But it’s not something we can do alone. Ontario’s success is founded on the 

capacity of people from many different sectors to work collaboratively to answer 

big questions and solve challenging problems. By working together, we can  

build a brighter future – not just for the students we teach and the communities we 

serve, but to unlock the full potential of Ontario’s future and all who live here.

 

David Lindsay

President and CEO

Council of Ontario Universities

MESSAGE FROM

THE PRESIDENT
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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE 

SUMMARY

A university education 

increases the human 

capital of graduates 

and leads to higher 

employment and higher 

income. Graduates of 

Ontario universities 

earn $37,397 more per 

year than Canadian 

high school graduates. 

515,411
University students  
in Ontario

59,153
International students  
from 215 countries

$37,397
University graduates earn  
more income per year

44,704  
undergraduates

68,569  
graduate
students

14,449  
graduate
students

446,842  
undergraduates

1 Human capital data is for 2010. 

Figure 1

The estimated  
economic impact 
of Ontario  
universities in the 
province is $115.8 
billion annually.1 
This includes:

$42.4 billion generated  

through spending by 

universities, students and 

visitors as well as from 

spending of premium  

income by alumni 

$48.7 billion attributable  

to human capital development, 

and estimated as the premium 

income of university alumni

$24.7 billion resulting  

from increases in total 

factor productivity  

due to research and  

development activities

HIGHLIGHTS

$115.8  
BILLION  

ANNUALLY
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RESEARCH AND  
DEVELOPMENT IMPACTS  
ALL SECTORS OF SOCIETY

Simplifying 
diagnostic 

testing

Inventing the 
Yukon Gold 

potato

Delaying  
dementia 

with  
language

Syncing our 
heartbeats  
to digital 
devices

Stress control 
training  

for police 
officers

Enabling 
people with 

mobile 
impairments

Improving 
chemo by 
identifying 

effectiveness

Converting 
waste  

to energy

37%

Ontario universities are  
responsible for 37 per cent of  
all research undertaken in  
Ontario and are fundamental  
to all technological and  
social innovation undertaken  
in society. 
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Introduction

Ontario universities offer a world-class education to the next generation 

of leaders and highly skilled workers and perform groundbreaking 

research that creates new products, fosters technological and social  

innovation, and leads to process improvements in manufacturing, 

health care, and the provision of public and private services.  

These efforts generate an economic impact in Ontario. This study  

estimates the economic impact from: spending related to  

university activities; human capital development; and increases in  

total factor productivity due to research and development. 

The existence of universities generates spending, including 

spending by the universities themselves, students and visitors, and 

alumni spending from the premium income they earn as a result  

of their university education. This spending has ripple effects through 

the provincial economy, increasing the demand for goods and  

services and generating employment. The economic impact of spending 

associated with university activities is estimated at $42.4 billion.

Graduates of Ontario universities are a fundamental part of  

Ontario’s highly skilled workforce. The skills and knowledge they  

INTRODUCTION
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gain through their studies prepare them for fruitful careers. The full  

economic impact of this human capital cannot be calculated, but  

a partial estimate is the premium income that university graduates 

receive as a result of their education, which for all Ontario university 

graduates working in the province totals $48.7 billion. 

Ontario universities also perform world-class research that leads  

to breakthroughs in medicine, creates new technologies, helps  

build a sustainable economy, and fosters innovation. The knowledge  

developed through this research, above and beyond its social benefits, 

has an economic impact of $24.7 billion. 

The total economic impact of Ontario universities to the province’s 

GDP is $115.8 billion. It’s part of the vital and lasting role universities 

play in shaping Ontario’s future. As the province prepares to face 

numerous challenges and disruptions in the years ahead, the impact 

of universities shown in this report — the strong communities,  

economic growth, and talented leaders, workers, and entrepreneurs 

— will be needed more than ever to ensure all Ontarians thrive in  

an inclusive economy. 
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Spending related to the activities of Ontario 

universities generates more than 478,000 

full-time-equivalent (FTE) jobs and contributes 

$42.4 billion in GDP. Figure 2 and Figure 3  

show the breakdown of economic impacts  

from spending.

$13.9 billion estimated impact from university spending

$0.6 billion estimated impact from major capital investments

$3.4 billion estimated impact from student and visitor spending

$24.5 billion estimated impact from alumni spending from premium income

Spending impact: $42.4 billion impact on GDP

Figure 2: Summary of impact on Ontario’s GDP from spending related to  

universities’ activities, 2014-15 2

214,302 FTE jobs estimated impact from university spending

7,401 FTE jobs estimated impact from major capital investments

26,443 FTE jobs estimated impact from student and visitor spending

229,950 FTE jobs estimated impact from alumni spending from premium income

Spending impact: 478,096 full-time-equivalent jobs in Ontario

Figure 3: Summary of impact on Ontario’s employment from spending related 

to universities’ activities, 2014-15 3

2 GDP impact is for 

2014-15 university 

(including capital) 

and student and 

visitor spending. 

Alumni spending  

data is for 2010. 

3 Employment  

impact is for 2014-15 

university (including 

capital) and student 

and visitor spending. 

Alumni spending data 

is for 2010. 

ECONOMIC IMPACT

OF SPENDING 

Economic Impact of Spending
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Methodology

The economic impact to Ontario of spending 

associated with the activities of Ontario’s 

universities was estimated by Statistics Canada 

using the 2010 Statistics Canada Input-Output 

Model.4 The model is a representation of  

the flows of economic activity within the  

Canadian economy. It explains the behaviour 

of our economic system and is widely  

used in Canada as a standard approach to 

estimating economic impact. 

The model measures economic impact in 

terms of value-added GDP, employment  

and labour income. Labour income (salaries,  

wages and benefits) is included in GDP. 

Employment is measured in terms of FTE 

positions. FTE positions are defined as  

total hours worked divided by the average 

annual hours worked by individuals in 

full-time jobs in a year.5

Measures of economic impact are value 

added. For example, the impact on GDP  

that accrues to Ontario from the purchase 

of a computer manufactured outside of 

Canada might include the retail mark-up 

and the transportation costs that can be 

attributed to Ontario. The economic impact 

of manufacturing the computer would not 

directly impact Ontario’s GDP or the number 

of jobs created, and so it is excluded.

The Input-Output Model estimates three 

types of impact from an economic activity: 

Direct impact: measures changes that result 

directly from the operation of universities, 

and from the initial spending by students, 

visitors and alumni. In the case of university 

spending, it includes the wages, salaries  

and benefits of faculty and staff. 

Indirect impact: measures changes due to 

inter-industry purchases as they respond  

to the demands of universities and the  

initial spending by students, visitors and 

alumni. This includes all the purchases  

up the production stream, since each layer 

of supplier requires additional supplies.6  

Induced impact: measures changes in the 

production of goods and services in response 

to consumer expenditures that result from  

the increase in household income generated 

through direct and indirect effects.7 

4 The 2010 Input-Output 

Model was the most 

recent model available  

at the time that we 

modelled the impact of 

Ontario universities.

5 The model estimates 

FTE jobs based on the 

results of the Labour 

Force Survey (LFS) and 

the Survey of Employ-

ment, Payrolls and Hours 

(SEPH).

6 For example, 

universities require food 

for their cafeterias,  

which is provided by 

distribution companies, 

which purchase goods 

from food processing 

companies, which in turn 

require machinery and 

raw materials from 

wholesalers, and so forth. 

7 Definitions of direct, 

indirect and induced 

impacts are from 

Statistics Canada, 

Interprovincial 

Input-Output model, 

2010, and from 

conversations with 

Statistics Canada 

consultants. 
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Table 1: Impact of university, student, visitor, capital and alumni spending on 

Ontario’s GDP9 ($M), 2014-15

Universities’ spending excludes capital spending and scholarships.

 
University 
Spending

Major Capital 
Spending

Student and  
Visitor Spending

Alumni 
Spending

Total Impact on 
Ontario’s GDP

Direct impact $8,295 $319 $2,035 $14,992 $25,641

Indirect impact $1,679 $171 $874 $5,568 $8,292

Induced impact $3,885 $138 $455 $3,962 $8,440

Total impact on GDP $13,859 $628 $3,364 $24,522 $42,373

Table 2: Employment impact of university, student, visitor, capital and alumni 

spending on the Ontario economy (FTE jobs), 2014-15 

Universities’ spending excludes capital spending and scholarships.

 
University 
Spending

Major Capital 
Spending

Student and 
Visitor Spending

Alumni 
Spending

Total  
Employment

Direct impact 157,178 4,291 12,100 132,855 306,424

Indirect impact 20,984 1,835 10,121 60,327 93,267

Induced impact 36,140 1,275 4,222 36,768 78,405

Total impact 214,302 7,401 26,443 229,950 478,096

Table 3: Impact of university, student, visitor, capital and alumni spending on 

labour income in Ontario ($M), 2014-15 

Universities’ spending excludes capital spending and scholarships.

 
University 
Spending

Major Capital 
Spending

Student and  
Visitor Spending

Alumni 
Spending

Total Labour 
Income

Direct impact $8,206 $264 $668 $6,363 $15,501

Indirect impact $1,120 $113 $576 $3,520 $5,329

Induced impact $1,866 $66 $219 $1,906 $4,057

Total impact $11,192 $443 $1,463 $11,789 $24,887

8 Scholarships and major 

capital expenditures 

were subtracted from 

“Ontario universities’ 

spending” because 

capital expenditures are 

modelled separately  

and scholarships and 

bursaries are already 

captured in student 

spending.

9 All data on the 

economic impact of 

spending on GDP  

is at basic prices. Basic 

prices are the amount 

receivable by the  

producer from the 

purchaser for a unit of  

a good or service 

produced as output, 

minus any tax payable, 

and plus any subsidy 

receivable by the  

producer as a conse-

quence of its production 

or sale. It excludes  

any transport charges 

invoiced separately  

by the producer. 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS  
OF SPENDING RELATED TO 
UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES8 

Economic Impact of Spending
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Economic impact of ongoing  
expenditures and capital investments  
by Ontario universities 

Ontario universities spent approximately 

$13.3 billion in 2014-15. Figure 4 provides a 

summary of these expenses by category.

The following university expenditures 

were used to estimate the economic impact  

of Ontario universities:

 + $11.7 billion in ongoing expenses (excludes 

major capital spending and scholarships 

and bursaries)11; and

 + $688 million of spending in major capital 

spending (building, land and site services).

Ongoing university expenditures are 

responsible for 214,302 FTE jobs and  

contribute $13.9 billion in value-added GDP 

to the Ontario economy. 

Capital spending totaled $688 million in 

2014-15. This spending includes new building 

construction, major renovations, sewers  

and roads, and other capital projects. Capital 

spending generated 7,401 FTE jobs and 

contributed $628 million in GDP to the 

Ontario economy. 

Economic impact of non-local student  
and visitor spending

Students who move to attend university 

generate an economic impact for the 

province through their living expenditures 

(accommodation, food, books, supplies, 

computers, transportation, telecommunica-

tions and leisure). Local students, by 

contrast, are assumed to generate no 

additional economic impact for Ontario 

because they spend the same amount  

for living expenses before and after they  

start university, adding no new economic 

impact to the community or the province. 

The original residence of non-local 

students affects how much of their spending 

can be used to estimate economic impact. 

Students from Ontario who move within the 

province to attend university have the lowest 

10 Council of Ontario 

Finance Officers. 

11 Scholarships and 

major capital 

expenditures were 

subtracted from  

this amount because 

capital expenditures 

are modelled 

separately and 

scholarships and 

bursaries are  

already captured in  

student spending.

Figure 4: Summary of Ontario universities’ 

expenditures, 2014-15 ($M)10

Scholarships  
and Bursaries, 
$887 M

Building, Land and 
Site Services, 
$688 M

Materials and Supplies, 
$661 M

Furniture and 
Equipment Purchases, 
$443 M

Externally Contracted 
Services, $378 M

Other, $2,170 MSalaries and 
Benefits, 
$8,027 M
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economic impact because a significant 

amount of their spending would have taken 

place in the province even if they had  

not chosen to move to attend university. 

International students and Canadian students 

who move from other provinces have the 

highest economic impact because all or most 

of their spending is new to the province. 

Friends and family who visit university 

students spend money in the local economy, 

creating an additional economic impact.  

See the appendix for the methodology  

used to calculate spending by non-local 

students and visitors.

Spending by students and visitors 

generates $3.4 billion in GDP and is responsible 

for the creation of 26,443 FTE jobs. 

Economic impact of alumni spending

University students gain knowledge and 

develop skills that increase their human 

capital. This increases their productivity and 

leads to higher paying jobs. In 2010, the 

average employment income of Ontario 

university graduates was $37,397 higher than 

the average for all Canadian high school 

graduates. Part of this income is taxed and 

some of it is saved, but the remainder is 

spent in the economy, creating an economic 

impact that can be calculated using the 

Input-Output tables. The effect of this 

spending is 229,950 FTE jobs and $24.5 

billion in GDP.

Economic Impact of Spending
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The economic impact of Ontario universities 

goes beyond the spending they generate. 

Ontario universities educate students  

for the workforce, increasing their human 

capital, boosting the province’s productivity 

and creating profit for employers. Universities 

also produce research that leads to  

innovation. Both these university activities 

have impacts throughout Ontario’s economy 

that are integral and necessary for  

the economic development of Ontario. 

Economic impact of  
human capital

Universities increase the human capital of 

students, making them more productive 

members of society. Ontario universities are 

main contributors to the province’s highly 

skilled workforce. They educate Ontario’s 

engineers, doctors, business people, teachers, 

architects, social scientists, artists and many 

other professionals. Companies, government 

and non-for-profit organizations that hire 

university graduates benefit from the 

knowledge and skills these workers bring to 

the workplace. Graduates of Ontario  

universities are lifelong learners with critical 

thinking and complex problem-solving  

skills who can adapt to the changing needs 

of the labour market and who contribute  

to the social fabric of the province.

The economic impact of human capital  

is the additional income that is generated as a 

result of the skills developed at universities. 

This includes the premium employment income 

of university graduates and the additional 

revenue—company profit and expenses 

(excluding the labour income of alumni)—that 

can be attributable to the higher skills of 

university graduates. We cannot estimate the 

total impact of human capital development 

because there is no recognized methodology 

to estimate the profit and additional expenses 

of companies that result from the additional 

skills of university employees. We can,  

however, estimate the premium income of 

university educated employees. 

12 Data on the 

number of graduates 

in Ontario and 

employment income 

is from Statistics 

Canada, National 

Household Survey 

and corresponds to 

the 15 years old and 

over population 

Table 4: Partial estimate of the impact of human capital, based on increased 

employment income, 201012

Ontario university graduates working in Ontario A 1,303,130 

Average employment income of Ontario university graduates B $68,194.20

Average employment income of Canadian high school graduates C $30,796.84

University employment income premium D = B-C $37,397.36

Premium income from a university education E = A*D $48,733,621,736.80

ECONOMIC IMPACT

OF KNOWLEDGE AND HUMAN 

CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
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In 2010, the average graduate of Ontario 

universities working in Ontario earned 

$68,194 in employment income. The average 

high school graduate earned $30,797. On 

average, Ontario university graduates earn  

a premium of $37,397 over high school 

graduates. The partial economic impact of 

human capital development by Ontario 

universities is $48.7 billion. 

The impact of human capital also includes 

all the income generated through spending 

of revenue attributable to the higher skills of 

graduates in the workplace. The impact that 

results from alumni spending from premium 

income was estimated in the Economic 

Impact of Spending section and is therefore 

not included in this section.  

Economic impact of research

University researchers work behind the 

scenes, steadily progressing toward ambi-

tious new ideas—new ideas that improve 

public policies and private practice, advance 

technology, foster a healthier, happier, more 

prosperous society, and build communities.

Statistics Canada estimates that Ontario’s 

higher education sector performs 37 per cent 

($5.3 billion) of all research in the province, 

based on expenditures. In the natural 

sciences and engineering alone, the higher 

education sector in Ontario accounts  

for 32 per cent ($4 billion) of all research.13  

See Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

Universities are fundamental to all 

innovation in society. According to Slater and 

Martin, universities increase the stock of 

useful knowledge, provide skilled graduates, 

create new scientific instrumentation and 

methodologies, form networks of innovation 

and increase the capacity of scientific and 

technological problem-solving in society.16  

Firms rely on the stock of knowledge 

generated by universities to conduct their 

own research activities. According to Narin, 

50 per cent of scientific papers cited  

on industrial patents were publicly available 

academic papers.17 In addition, private sector 

research would come to a standstill without 

university-trained scientists to conduct 

research. These graduates transfer knowl-

edge from universities to their employers 

and are trained to solve complex problems, 

do research and develop new ideas. 

Universities create new scientific equipment, 

laboratory techniques and methodologies  

to conduct research, some of which  

are adopted by industry. According to 

Rosenberg, “much, perhaps most, of  

the equipment that one sees today in an 

13 Statistics Canada, 

CANSIM Table 

358-0001. Data is for 

2013. 

14 Statistics Canada, 

CANSIM Table 

358-0001. Data is for 

2013.

15 Statistics Canada, 

CANSIM Table 

358-0001. Data is for 

2013.

16 Slater, Ammon J. 

and Ben R. Martin, 

“The economic 

benefits of publicly 

funded basic research: 

a critical review.” 

Research Policy 30 

(2001), 520.

17 Narin, F., K.S. 

Hamilton, D. Olivastro, 

“The increasing 

linkage between US 

technology and public 

science.” Research 

Policy 26.3 (1997), 

317-330. 

Figure 5: Gross domestic expenditures, 

total R&D, by performer of research, 

Ontario, 2013 (in $M)14

Businesses 
50%

Higher 
education 
37%

Government
13%

Figure 6: Gross domestic expenditures on 

natural science and engineering R&D, by 

performer or research, Ontario, 2013 (in $M)15 

Businesses 
55%

Higher 
education 
32%

Government
13%

Economic Impact of Knowledge and Human Capital Development
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up-to-date electronics manufacturing plant 

had its origin in the university research 

laboratory.”18 Small and medium enterprises 

also benefit from access to university 

resources, including labs, equipment and 

students, which they would otherwise not 

be able to afford. 

Many of the benefits of university 

research are localized near universities. 

Companies are attracted to the knowledge 

and talent pool that stems from university 

activities and often form technology 

clusters in proximity to universities.19

Ontario university research not only 

contributes to the private sector, it also 

improves processes and policies in the public 

and non-profit sectors. Research on teaching,  

for example, leads to changes to curriculums 

and to the ways we teach different types of 

students. Often research impacts all sectors 

of society. For example, the development of  

a new mental health program increases the 

quality of life of individuals, decreases health 

costs and decreases absenteeism at work. 

Measuring the economic impact  
of research

The economic impact of research and innova-

tion by Ontario universities can be estimated 

using a methodology developed by Martin 

(1998) for the effects of Canadian university 

R&D on the economy.20 This methodology  

has been adapted by various Canadian 

universities to estimate the economic impact 

of research at the provincial level.21

Martin estimates that 20 per cent of all 

economic growth is based on increases  

in total factor productivity that results from 

research. He then excludes the effects of 

foreign R&D, which he calculates to be 31 per 

cent based on the results of various econo-

metric analyses on this topic for Canada  

and other industrialized countries. The result 

is the total effect of R&D in the Ontario 

economy. Ontario universities account for  

37 per cent of all research in Ontario.  

The economic impact of research at Ontario 

universities is therefore estimated at  

$24.7 billion.

Impacts not included in this report

As noted here, this report does not include 

the increased profits and revenue (excluding 

wages for university graduates) that is 

generated to companies as a result of the 

higher human capital of employees with 

university degrees. This company income has 

additional repercussions throughout the 

economy that are not captured by this report. 

The economic impact calculations in this 

Universities conduct both basic and applied research. While applied 

research can also happen in private institutions, universities are the main 

contributors to basic research. This type of research is curiosity-driven 

exploratory research that increases human knowledge and understanding 

of phenomena in the world. Researchers who engage in basic research  

do not necessarily have in mind a practical application for their results,  

but their fundamental discoveries pave the way for applied research and 

applications in the public and private sectors. For example, chemist and 

Nobel Laureate John Polanyi researched a specific category of chemical 

reactions and his research became crucial to developing and powering 

chemical lasers. This exploratory research had tremendous practical 

implications for precise industrial cutting and drilling. 

The impact of basic 
research at Ontario 
universities

18 Rosenberg, N., 

“Scientific instrumenta-

tion and university 

research.” Research 

Policy 21 (1992), 384. 

19 Slater, Ammon J. and 

Ben R. Martin, “The 

economic benefits of 

publicly funded basic 

research: a critical 

review.” Research Policy 

30 (2001), 518. 

20 Fernand Martin.  

“The Economic Impact  

of Canadian University 

R&D.” Research Policy  

27 (1998): 677-687.

21 The following 

Economic Impact 

Reports of Canadian 

universities include this 

methodology: University 

of Toronto (2013); 

Western University 

(2015); University of 

Ottawa (2016); University 

of British Columbia 

(2009); University of 

Victoria (2012); 

University of Alberta 

(2012); Simon Fraser 

University (2014); and 

University of Calgary 

(2013).
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report do not include estimates of taxes paid 

to various levels of government as a result  

of spending generated from the activities of 

universities (university, student, visitor and 

alumni spending). For example, income taxes 

and taxes on products are excluded from  

the calculations. Taxes are used to provide 

services and infrastructure within the 

province and generate jobs and increase 

consumer demand, leading to higher GDP. 

Excluding this company revenue and 

taxes underestimates the economic impact 

of universities in the Ontario economy. 

Not all beneficial impacts of universities’ 

activities are quantifiable or contribute to GDP. 

For example, a less expensive and less intrusive 

medical procedure—with better outcomes—

might decrease health care costs and improve 

the quality of life of patients. This might 

decrease the GDP generated from treating 

these patients, but it nonetheless results  

in positive outcomes for the province and its 

residents. Similarly, there are many benefits 

that accrue to the province from having  

an educated population, including a more 

participatory and better informed citizenry.

Comparing economic impact reports

This report on the economic impact of Ontario 

universities was developed in collaboration 

with Statistics Canada. Statistics Canada 

follows a United Nations standard interna-

tional methodology for estimating economic 

impact and uses consistent definitions  

of direct, indirect and induced impacts.  

The Statistics Canada model is conservative. 

Reports prepared by private consulting 

companies might not use the Statistics 

Canada Input-Output Model and cannot be 

compared to this report. The economic 

impact of a sector is also dependent on the 

assumptions used to calculate spending 

impact and on the types of impacts that are 

measured. Economic impact reports  

are only comparable if they share the same 

methodology. 

Economic impact reports of Ontario  

universities

Ontario universities have commissioned and 

published economic impact reports. The 

methodologies used for these reports have 

many similarities (most rely on Statistics 

Canada’s Input-Output Model) but there are 

also differences among them and with this 

sector-wide report. Individual universities, for 

example, often include university-specific 

impacts for which they have data that is not 

available for the sector as a whole. Because 

of these differences, this sector-wide eco-

nomic impact report should not be read as 

the sum of the economic impacts reported 

by individual universities. 

22 Data is from Statistics 

Canada, CANSIM  

Table 384-0038 and 

from Statistics Canada, 

System of National 

Accounts, Provincial 

Economic Accounts, 

1967-1982. 1971 data 

adjusted to 2014 dollars 

using the Bank of 

Canada inflation 

calculator. 

23 Martin derives the 31% 

effect of foreign R&D 

from different 

econometric analysis on 

this topic for Canada  

and other industrialized 

countries.

24 Statistics Canada, 

CANSIM Table 358-0001. 

Share of R&D performed 

by universities is for 

2013.

Table 5: The economic impact of research at Ontario universities22

Change in real GDP in Ontario since 1971 

Growth attributable to total factor productivity (TFP)

$ 484,503,720,000 

20%

TFP = 1 * 2 

Exclusion of foreign R&D effects @ 31% 23 

$ 96,900,744,000 

69%

Share of R&D by Ontario universities @ 37% 24 
$ 66,861,513,360 

37%

TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY $ 24,738,759,943

Economic Impact of Knowledge and Human Capital Development
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Conclusion

Ontario’s universities make many lasting 

contributions to individuals, as well as  

to local and provincial economies, helping 

to build a strong, inclusive economy that 

makes Ontario an attractive place to live 

and to invest.

Spending generated as a result of the 

activities of Ontario universities spurs 

regional economic and social development.  

It is responsible for the creation of 478,096 

FTE jobs and contributes $42.4 billion to 

Ontario’s GDP.

But the impact of universities also goes 

well beyond the ripple effects of spending.  

The two primary goals of universities —  

educating students and conducting ground-

breaking research that improves lives — are 

important investments in society that have an 

even greater impact on economic output. 

Universities produce the highly skilled 

workforce that allows Ontario to support an 

array of competitive and innovative  

companies, as well as vibrant public and 

non-profit sectors. The total economic 

impact of this increase in human capital, 

which would include all revenues derived 

from a university education and their ripple 

effects throughout the economy, is not 

captured by this report. The premium income 

of university graduates offers a partial 

estimate, and in 2010 it totaled $48.7 billion.  

Research at Ontario universities also 

drives innovation, and contributes to the 

creation of new and better products and 

services while pushing the province toward 

new frontiers in science and technology.  

In 2014, the economic impact of this work 

was $24.7 billion.

Taking all of these elements into account, 

the economic impact of Ontario universities  

is $115.8 billion a year — which is just one 

expression of the many ways that universities 

are future makers, helping to shape Ontario 

and pave the way for a better future for all.
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To estimate the economic impact of Ontario 

universities, the Council of Ontario  

Universities provided information to Statistics 

Canada on five types of expenditure: 

 + Total spending by universities  

(excluding major capital expenditures  

and scholarships);

 + Major capital expenditures by universities;

 + Non-local student spending;

 + Visitor (family and friends) spending; and

 + Alumni spending from employment  

income premium resulting from a university 

education.

Table 6 is a summary of the expenditures 

provided to Statistics Canada. This informa-

tion was entered into the Input-Output 

Model to determine the economic impact of 

the activities of Ontario universities. 

University spending (excluding capital 
expenditures and scholarships)

Total Ontario university spending was $13.2 

billion in 2014-15. Scholarships and major 

capital expenditures were subtracted from 

this amount because spending on capital 

investments are modelled separately  

and scholarships and bursaries are already 

captured in student spending. University 

spending, excluding capital expenditures 

and scholarships, totaled $11.7 billion  

in 2014-15.26  Table 7 shows the 2014-15 

economic impact of university spending. 

Major capital expenditures by universities

The economic impact of major capital 

expenditures was calculated separately.  

Appendix

25 Council of Ontario 

Finance Officers.

26 Total university 

spending was $13.2 

billion in 2014-15. Capital 

expenditures were $688 

million and expenditures 

in scholarships were 

$887 million. 

Table 6: Expenditures ($M), 2014-15 25 

University spending  $ 11,680 

Capital spending  $ 688 

Non-local student 
spending

 $ 3,864 

Visitor spending  $ 203 

Alumni spending 
from premium 
employment income 
from education

 $ 35,088 

APPENDIX: METHODOLOGY  

FOR CALCULATING THE ECONOMIC 

IMPACT OF SPENDING
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In 2014-15, Ontario universities spent $688 

million on major capital expenditures. This 

included spending on land and/or building 

acquisition, land improvements, site prepara-

tion, sewers and roads, building construction, 

fees and planning costs related to direct 

capital expenses as well as any other costs of 

the major capital expense incurred during 

the period of construction. Table 8 shows the 

2014-15 economic impact of spending on 

major capital projects by Ontario universities. 

Student and visitor spending

Ontario universities attract students and  

visitors to the communities in which they 

operate generating an economic impact for 

these communities and for the province. 

Table 9 shows the economic impact of 

spending by non-local students and visitors. 

Non-local students are those who did not 

reside in the same county as their university 

campus before starting their studies. Local 

students who lived in the same counties 

before and during their studies are not 

included in this study because their spending 

does not constitute a change in spending  

in the local or provincial economy. 

Three types of non-local students were 

used to calculate economic impact,

(1) Non-local Ontario students (these 

students are from a different county than  

the one in which their campus is located);

(2) Non-local students from other 

Canadian provinces; and

(3) International students.

Assumptions on student spending

Students in residence purchase room and,  

in most cases, board from the university.  

The economic impact of this spending  

is captured in university spending (salaries, 

furniture, food, etc.). As a result, student 

spending on room and board is not included 

Table 7: Economic impact of ongoing university spending, 2014-15

 
GDP at basic  

prices ($M)
Labour  

Income ($M)
Employment  

(FTE jobs)

Direct impact $8,295 $8,206 157,178

Indirect impact $1,679 $1,120 20,984

Induced impact $3,885 $1,866 36,140

Total impact $13,859 $11,192 214,302

Table 8: Economic impact of university spending in major capital projects, 2014-15

 
GDP at basic  

prices ($M)
Labour  

Income ($M)
Employment  

(FTE jobs)

Direct impact $319 $264 4,291

Indirect impact $171 $113 1,835

Induced impact $138 $66 1,275

Total impact $628 $443 7,401
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under student spending. Other types of 

spending by students in residence are 

included. 

The number of non-local students in 

Ontario universities in residence in the Fall  

of 2014 was calculated using information 

received from 12 universities representing  

76 per cent of total full-time enrolment  

in the system. It was assumed that the total 

number of non-local students in the Winter 

was the same as in the Fall and that students 

do not stay in residence over the Summer. 

Table 10 shows the assumptions  

on spending for each type of student.

Local transportation spending by Ontario 

students was not included in spending 

calculations. It was assumed that these 

students would have spent the same amount 

in transportation in the province before  

and after they moved to university. 

Telecommunication expenses were 

discounted by 50 per cent for students in 

residence because many universities provide 

internet service to students on campus at no 

additional cost. Non-local Ontario student 

telecommunication was estimated to be 

$200 per term, compared to $400 for other 

non-local students. It was assumed that 

Ontario students would have maintained 

their cell phone plans when they moved  

to university. 

Leisure spending for non-local Ontario 

students was discounted to $400 per term 

(compared to $900 per term for non-Ontario 

students) on the assumption that Ontario 

students would have spent money on leisure 

in their own Ontario communities had they 

decided not to attend university in Ontario. 

Spending estimates are based on living 

costs for single students with no dependants. 

This underestimates total student spending 

as students might relocate with partners 

and/or dependants. 

Presumably, non-local and international 

students not living in residence will also 

purchase electronics and household items 

(furniture, bedding, kitchen supplies, etc.). This 

spending is not included in the calculations. 

Appendix

Table 9: Economic impact of student and visitor spending 

 
GDP at basic  

prices ($M)
Labour  

Income ($M)
Employment  

(FTE jobs)

Direct impact $2,035 $668 12,100

Indirect impact $874 $576 10,121

Induced impact $455 $219 4,222

Total impact $3,364 $1,463 26,443
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Estimating the number of non-local  

students

The number of non-local domestic students 

from Ontario and other provinces was 

estimated using the Ministry of Advanced 

Education and Skills Development (MAESD) 

enrolment file. Non-local Ontario students 

equal total domestic enrolment multiplied  

by the percentage of new domestic students 

in the Fall of 2014 who were non-local and 

residents of Ontario (61.3 per cent). The 

number of domestic Canadian students from 

outside of Ontario is equal to total domestic 

enrolment multiplied by the percentage  

of new students in the Fall 2014 who were 

domestic residents of other Canadian 

provinces and territories (7.6 per cent). 

The total number of students includes 

those enrolled in each of the Fall, Winter and 

the average of Spring and Summer. Under 

this assumption, a student enrolled in three 

terms would be counted as three students. 

This underestimates the economic impact of 

student spending as it does not take into 

account students who are not taking classes 

in the Summer/Spring terms who might not 

return home for the break. 

Table 11 shows student spending by type 

of non-local student for 2014-15. Table 12 

shows non-local student spending by type  

of spending. 

Table 11: Summary of student spending, 

by type of student, 2014-15

Table 13 through 15 show spending 

calculations for non-local Ontario students, 

students from other Canadian provinces  

and international students.

Visitor (family and friends) spending 

Friends and family who visit university 

students spend money in the local community 

on accommodation, food and beverage, 

recreation and entertainment, retail purchases 

and transportation. 

For the purposes of this report, visitors 

include only friends and relatives of  

non-local domestic and international students. 

Table 10: Assumptions on spending by type of student, per term, 2014-15

Non-local Ontario Other Canada International

 
not in  

residence
in  

residence
not in 

residence
in  

residence
not in 

residence
in  

residence

LIVING COSTS       
Accommodation $3,150  $3,150  $3,150  

Food   $1,210  $1,210  

Books, supplies, 
computers

$750 $750 $750 $750 $750 $750 

Local  
transportation

  $200 $200 $200 $200 

Telecommunications $200 $100 $400 $200 $400 $200 

Leisure $400 $400 $900 $900 $900 $900 

Other   $200 $200 $200 $200 
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It excludes conference and other university- 

sponsored visitors. 

The number of non-local domestic 

students enrolled at Ontario universities was 

calculated by multiplying 2014 Fall enrolment 

by the percentage of new students in the  

Fall of 2014 who were domestic and non-local. 

The number of international students was 

calculated by multiplying 2014 Fall enrolment 

by the percentage of new students in the  

Fall of 2014 who were international. 

Spending per visitor is based on data from 

Ontario’s Ministry of Tourism, Culture and 

Sport on the average spending per visitor for 

2012, adjusted to 2014. To estimate visitor 

spending, it was assumed that non-local 

Canadian students have two visitors per year 

and international students have one visitor 

per year. Table 16 shows estimated visitor 

spending for 2014-15. 

Alumni spending from premium  
employment income from  
university education

A university education increases the produc-

tivity of graduates and this is partly reflected 

in higher employment earnings. A portion of 

Table 11: Summary of student spending, by type of student, 2014-15 

 
Non-local Ontario 

students
Other  

Canada International Total

Number of students 
(per term; total of  
three terms)

621,419 76,839 122,270 820,527

Student spending $2,565,834,919 $503,386,527 $794,606,655 $3,863,828,101

Table 12: Summary of student spending, by expense, 2014-15 

 Total Spending

Number of students 820,527

LIVING COSTS

Accommodation $2,321,184,301

Food $225,548,075

Books, supplies, computers $615,395,179

Local transportation $39,821,673

Telecommunications $194,292,254

Leisure $427,764,946

Other $39,821,673

Total $3,863,828,101
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this higher income is spent in the Ontario 

economy creating an economic impact.

Statistics Canada’s 2011 National  

Household Survey contains employment 

information on individuals working in Ontario  

who received their highest degree at an 

Ontario university. All data is from 2010. 

The number of individuals working in 

Ontario who completed their highest degree 

at an Ontario university was 1.3 million in 

2010. The average employment income of 

these graduates was $68,194. This corre-

sponds to an average $37,397 premium for 

Ontario university graduates compared to 

Canadians who only completed high school. 

Collectively, these graduates earn $48.7 

billion in additional employment income 

because of their university education. 

The effective tax rate on this income 

premium was estimated at 25 per cent and  

it was assumed that alumni saved 3 per  

cent of this premium. These two amounts 

were subtracted from the premium income 

of Ontario university graduates to calculate 

total alumni spending from premium  

wages of $35.1 billion. Table 17 shows alumni 

spending from premium employment  

income for the population aged 15 and over. 

Table 18 shows the economic impact  

of alumni spending in 2010. The economic 

impact of alumni spending was an increase 

of $24.5 billion on GDP, $11.7 billion on  

labour income and the creation of about 

230,000 FTE jobs.

Table 13: Non-local Ontario student spending, 2014-15 

 

Non-local 
Ontario students 

spending per 
person 

Non-local 
Ontario students 
not in residence 

Non-local 
Ontario students 

in residence 

TOTAL  
Non-local 

Ontario Students

 (per term) (3 terms) (2 terms)  

Number of 
students

 550,481 70,938 621,419

LIVING COSTS     

Accommodation $3,150 $1,734,013,693  $1,734,013,693 

Food     

Books, supplies, 
computers

$750 $412,860,403 $53,203,500 $466,063,903 

Local  
transportation

    

Telecommunications 27 $200 $110,096,107 $7,093,800 $117,189,907 

Leisure $400 $220,192,214.98 $28,375,200 $248,567,415 

Other     

Total  $2,477,162,419 $88,672,500 $2,565,834,919 

27 Telecommunications: 

discounted by 50% for 

students in residence.
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Table 14: Non-Ontario Canadian student spending, 2014-15 

 

Non-Ontario 
students spend-

ing per person 

Other Canada 
students not in 

residence

Other Canada 
students in 

residence

TOTAL  
Other  

Canada

 (per term) (3 terms) (2 terms)  

Number of students 72,478 4,361 76,839

LIVING COSTS

Accommodation $3,150 $228,305,283 $228,305,283

Food $1,210 $87,698,220 $87,698,220

Books, supplies, 
computers

$750 $54,358,401 $3,270,750 $57,629,151

Local  
transportation

$200 $14,495,573 $872,200 $15,367,773

Telecommunications 28  $400 $28,991,147 $872,200 $29,863,347

Leisure $900 $65,230,081 $3,924,900 $69,154,981

Other $200 $14,495,573 $872,200 $15,367,773

Total $493,574,277 $9,812,250 $503,386,527

Table 15: International student spending, 2014-15 

 

Non-Ontario 
students spend-

ing per person 

International 
students not in 

residence

International 
students in 

residence

TOTAL  
International 

Students

 (per term) (3 terms) (2 terms)  

Number of students   113,926  8,344  122,270 

LIVING COSTS     

Accommodation $3,150 $358,865,325  $358,865,325 

Food $1,210 $137,849,855  $137,849,855 

Books, supplies, 
computers

$750 $85,444,125 $6,258,000 $91,702,125 

Local  
transportation

$200 $22,785,100 $1,668,800 $24,453,900 

Telecommunications 29  $400 $45,570,200 $1,668,800 $47,239,000 

Leisure $900 $102,532,950 $7,509,600 $110,042,550 

 $200 $22,785,100 $1,668,800 $24,453,900 

Total  $775,832,655 $18,774,000 $794,606,655 

28 Telecommunica-

tions: discounted  

by 50% for students 

in residence.

29 Telecommunica-

tions: discounted  

by 50% for students 

in residence.
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Table 16: Visitor spending, 2014-15 

 

Non-local Canadian 
students in the Fall 

of 2014-15

International 
Students in the 
Fall of 2014-15 Total

Number of non-local students 315,904 54,702 370,606

Visitors per student 2 1

Total number of visitors 631,808 54,703 686,511

Spending per visitor $296 $296

Total visitor spending $187,015,168 $16,192,088 $203,207,256

Table 18: Economic impact of alumni spending, 2010 

 
GDP at basic  

prices ($M)
Labour  

Income ($M)
Employment  

(FTE jobs) 

Direct impact $14,992 $6,363 132,855

Indirect impact $5,568 $3,520 60,327

Induced impact $3,962 $1,906 36,768

Total impact $24,522 $11,789 229,950

Table 17: Alumni spending from premium university employment income, for the population 

aged 15 and over, 2010 30

Ontario university graduates working in 
Ontario  

A 1,303,130.00

Average employment income of Ontario 
university graduates

B $68,194.20

Average employment income of  
Canadian high school graduates

C $30,796.84

University employment income premium D = B-C $37,397.36

Premium income from a  
university education

E = A*D $48,733,621,736.80

Estimated income taxes (at 25%) F = E*25% $12,183,405,434.20

Estimated savings (at 3%) G = E*3% $1,462,008,652.10

Alumni spending from premium wages over 
high school graduates

H = G-(F+G) $35,088,207,650.50

30 Data on  

the number of 

graduates in 

Ontario and 

employment 

income is from 

Statistics Canada, 

National Household 

Survey and 

corresponds  

to the 15 years  

old and over 

population.
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